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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Several recent publications [6-91 bear witness to the interest in 
oscillation properties of solutions of the second-order linear difference 
equation 
c,x,+,+cnm ,x,~-,=b,x,, n = 1, 2,..., (1) 
where b, is real and c, > 0. It is the purpose of this note to show that the 
question of whether a solution {x, } of ( 1) is oscillatory may be phrased as 
a problem in the context of orthogonal polynomials, for which a large 
body of results is available. Many of these results have not appeared in the 
literature on difference equations. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
A non-trivial solution of (1) is called oscillatory if for every N > 0 there 
exists an n > N such that X,X n + , 6 0. If one non-trivial solution of (1) is 
oscillatory then, by virtue of Sturm’s separation theorem for difference 
equations (see, e.g., [S]), all non-trivial solutions are oscillatory, so, in 
studying the question of whether a solution {x,> of (1) is oscillatory, it is 
no restriction to assume the initial conditions 
x,=0, x, = 1, (2) 
which render {x,,} unique. 
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Given the parameters 6, and c, of (l), we define a sequence of 
polynomials P,(x) by the relations 
P,(x) =(x-d,)p,~1(x)-~,p,~2(x), n = 1, 2,... 
P-,(x)=0, PO(X) = 1, 
(3) 
where 
d,, = -b,/c,, 1, = c, ] /c,, n = 1, 2,.... (4) 
It follows that x, = P,- ,(O), so the question of whether {x,,}, defined by 
(1) and (2) is oscillatory is equivalent to the question of whether {P,(O)}, 
defined by (3) and (4), is oscillatory. Before we can answer the latter 
question we must introduce some notation and elementary results. 
By Favard’s Theorem [l, Theorem 1.4.41 {P,Jx)}~~, constitutes a 
sequence of orthogonal polynomials. Hence P,(x), n = 1, 2,..., has n real, 
distinct zeros x,,, < x,,~ < .. . < x,,, and the zeros of P,(x) and P,, ,(x) 
interlace, that is, 
X n + I.1 < xni < xn + 1.r + I 3 i = 1, 2,..., n (5) 
[l, Theorems I.52 and 1.5.31. As a consequence the limits 
ri- lim x,; and v, = lim x,,,,, ~, + I (6) n-z n-rr 
exist, where we allow for -CC and + cx), respectively. From (5) and (6) we 
obviously have 
tiGti+, <VI+ I d?j, (7) 
so that the limits 
cr- lim rj and r = lim vji (8) 
i-tr j * cc 
exist, again allowing for + 00. It is of interest to note at this point that 
5 I+1 = 4, = 0 = 5i, i= 0, l,... (9) 
and 
V.~+l=)?j*~=yI J’ j = 0, l,..., 
where to E - co, ‘lo = co [ 1, Theorem 11.4.61. 
(10) 
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We finally introduce the following notation. Let u = { uO, U, ,...} be an 
infinite sequence of real numbers, then S(u) denotes the number of sign 
changes in the sequence u when we delete all zero terms. (For com- 
pleteness’ sake we let S(0) = - 1, 0 denoting an infinite sequence of zeros.) 
3. RESULTS 
Our main result concerning the sequence {x,,} defined by (1) and (2) 
and the polynomials P,(x) of (3) and (4) is the next theorem, where 
P(O) = {P,(O), P,(O),... ). 
THEOREM 1. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) {~~lnZ=~ is oscillatorv; 
(ii) S(P(0)) = cc; 
(iii) q,>O,for all j= 1, 2 ,.... 
Proof: The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from the fact that 
x,, = p,, ~ I (0) and the observation that x,. , and x, + 1 must have opposite 
signs if x, = 0. 
The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is a consequence of the basic oscillation 
theorem in [3]. 1 
From (7) and (8) we see that z 3 0 is a necessary and sufficient condition 
for (iii) to hold, provided ‘or > t for all j. If vi = T for some j (cf. ( 10)) then 
z > 0 is a necessary and sufficient condition for (iii) to hold. In any case we 
have the following: 
COROLLARY. (i) If z > 0 then {x,,} is oscillatory; 
(ii) !f {x,} is oscillatory then z > 0. 
There exists a large number of lower and upper bounds for z in terms of 
the parameters d, and 1, (see [ 1, Theorems IV.3.1 and IV.3.31 and [3, 
Theorems 5, 6, 9, 10 and corollaries]; cf., also [2] and [4]), which in an 
obvious way yield sufficient and necessary conditions, respectively, for {xn} 
to be oscillatory. We remark that, actually, many bounds are given for (T 
instead of 5, but by a simple transformation (cf. [l, p. 1091 or [3, p. 10321) 
a lower (upper) bound for g yields an upper (lower) bound for 5. 
It is evident from (1) that if infinitely many of the b, are non-positive, 
then (x,,} must be oscillatory. It is therefore natural to assume that b,, < 0 
for at most finitely many n. In that case an extremely useful necessary and 
sufficient condition for oscillation of {xn> may be conceived in terms of 
chain sequences, that is, numerical sequences {Q~}:=, in which each a, 
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admits a representation a,, = (1 -g, ~ ,) g,, with 0 6 g, < 1 and, for n > 0, 
0 <g, < 1. Before giving the precise result we state two preparatory lemmas 
relative to the polynomial system (3). 
LEMMA 1. If d,, < x [d, 2 x] for infinitely many n, then 5, < x[q, > x] 
jbr all j= 1, 2,.... 
Proof1 Suppose cj < x < rj+, for some j> 0. Clearly, if j= 0, that is, if 
x6(,, then P,(x) and P,+,(x) h ave opposite signs for m 30. If .j> 1, 
then, by virtue of (5) and 6, there is an integer N such that 
for m3 N. It subsequently follows that for m 3 N, sign(P,(x)) = ( -- 1)” 1 
and hence P,(x) and P, + ,(x) h ave opposite signs. However, it is seen 
from the recurrence formula (3) that if d,, <x, and P, 1(x) and Pnp2(x) 
have opposite signs, then P,(x) and P,_ 1(x) have the same sign. If there 
are infinitely many n such that d,, < x, these conclusions are contradictory, 
so that we must have tj< x for all j. The other statement is proven 
analogously. 1 
The next lemma is a slightly refined version of Chihara’s fundamental 
result [ 1, Theorem IV.3.21. We use the notations 
~,(-~)-~n+ ,/((dn-x)(dn+ t -xl), x real; n = 1, 2,..., (11) 
and 
Q= fi (5,> II,). (12) 
,=I 
(Note that Q equals [o, z], [c, r), (a, r], or (a, z) depending on the 
occurrence of the events described in (9) and (10)). 
LEMMA 2. The following two statements are equivalent: 
0) x$Q; 
(ii) There is an integer N= N(x) such that {c(~+~(x)}:=, is a chain 
sequence. 
Proof: First suppose (i) holds. If x$ [a, T], then the validity of (ii) 
follows from Chihara’s theorem. If x = CJ and, consequently, d $ Q, then, by 
virtue of (9), x = tj for some j. Lemma 1 subsequently implies that d, d x 
for at most finitely many n, and the validity of (ii) is implied by Chihara’s 
result. If x = T I$ Q an analogous argument applies. 
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Next suppose {~N+nCx)>~~I is a chain sequence. Then combining the 
argument in the second part of Chihara’s proof and [2, (1.4)] together 
with an analogous inequality involving qN+, (both of which follow easily 
from [ 1, Theorem 111.4.11) readily yields that either d, +n > x for all n 3 1 
and x6tNtl or dN+, <x for all n> 1 and x3vN+,. So we have x$Q. 1 
THEOREM 2. If b, < 0 for at most finitely many n, then {x, } is oscillatory 
if and only iffor every N>O the sequence {c~+,/(bN+,lbN+n+ ,)}e, is not 
a chain sequence. 
Proqf: First observe that if 6, < 0, and hence d, > 0, for at most finitely 
many n, then d,, 6 0 for infinitely many n, whence, by Lemma 1, 5, < 0 for 
all j. Next note that cz/(b,b,+ ,) = A,*+ ,/(d,,d,+ ,) = CZ,(O). Now 
b,+,UW=, b g em not a chain sequence for every N is, by Lemma 2, 
equivalent to 0 E R, which, given that 5, < 0 for all j, is equivalent to ye, > 0 
for all ,j, while the latter, by Theorem 1, is equivalent to {x,,) being 
oscillatory. 1 
A variety of conditions for a sequence to be a chain sequence is known 
(see, in particular, [ 1, Sects. III.5 and 111.6, 21). In view of Theorem 2, the 
Theorems 5 and 6 in [7], for instance, emerge as immediate consequences 
of elementary properties of chain sequences as given in [ 1, Corollary 2 to 
Theorem 111.5.6 and Theorem 111.5.7, respectively)]. 
We will not pursue a comparison of results in the fields of difference 
equations and orthogonal polynomials any further, since our aim is only to 
draw attention to the connection between the two contexts. Suffice it to say 
that there is a considerable overlap in results, but neither set of results 
includes the other. 
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